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  Genotyping 
◦  Sequenom 
◦  Affymetrix 
◦  Illumina Infinium 
◦  Illumina Golden 

Gate 
◦  Illumina BeadXpress 

  Expression 
◦  Affymetrix 
◦  Illumina 
◦  Luminex 
◦  Nanostring 

Enable the generation of high-quality Genotyping and 
Expression data on the following platforms: 

Make the data generated by these platforms easily 
accessible 



  Broad Quotes 
  Project 

Management 
(GePro) 

  Process 
Dashboard (LIMS) 

  Portals 
◦  Analysis Portal 
◦  GTEx Portal 
◦  … 

GePro 

LIMS 

BSP Samples / 
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s 

Portals 
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  GePro manages Groups, Projects, Users and Security 
  The Experiment defines a chunk of work to be done in GAP 
  Can be initiated from Quote Server: 



  A GAP Experiment associates: 
◦  Samples 

  Plates – loaded directly into GAP from BSP 

◦  Target (GAP) platform 
◦  Funding (Quote) 
◦  Assays (SNPs or Genes) 

  The Experiment is handed off to the LIMS as a 
unit of work. 

  Consider two Experiments in a typical GAP 
Project 
1. A Fingerprinting Experiment 
2. A WGA Experiment (Illumina Infinium) 



  Fingerprint experiments are run on the Sequenom 
Platform 
◦  Use one of several special pools designed for overlap with our 

Whole Genome products or for sequencing 
  i.e.  The ILMN_CYTO12_FP pool shares 24 SNPs with the Illumina Cyto12 

chip 
◦  All include gender assay 
◦  Sample plates are run on Sequenom using pool and curated 
◦  Upon curation they are flagged as fingerprint genotypes 
◦  The fingerprint gender is compared with the reported gender to 

verify that there were no sample mix ups. 
◦  The Reported Gender is pulled from BSP 



  A similar process is used in Ge/Pro to define an 
Illumina Infinium Experiment 
  Sample plates in the experiment are run through the LIMS 

workflows 
  Scanned on the Illumina iScan 
  Once scanned, LIMS pulls data files and calls genotypes 
  Default caller is ‘Autocall’ – Illumina-supplied genotype 

caller 
  QC run on the scans: 

  Call Rate, Heterozygosity 
  Concordance 

  Fingerprint Concordance 
  Verify that the SNPs on the Infinium Chip that overlap with the fingerprint 

panel are concordant 
  HapMap Concordance 

  Typically load one HapMap II Control sample on each plate 
  Gender Concordance 

  The Experiment Summary page is one way to determine the 
success of the experiment 





  Running Birdsuite on the Illumina OmniQuad 
Chip 
◦  A calling algorithm originally developed for Affymetrix 

GeneChips 
◦  Currently Evaluating results 
◦  Results in more SNPs called with reduced time and 

effort spent on manual review than is needed with 
Autocall 
◦  Equal or greater concordance 

  99.96% concordant (Birdsuite vs. BeadStudio) 

◦  2.5M and Metabochip support soon 
◦  Run in parallel with Autocall (the default calling 

algorithm) 
◦  Both sets of genotypes are stored in the database 





  When an experiment completes in the LIMS,  the data is 
made available to GePro and is stored in a readily 
accessible format 
  Same storage strategy used for genotyping and expression 

experiments 
  Stored in relational database or datavault (managed file system) 

depending on scale of data 
  Use the ‘Analysis Set’ function in Ge/Pro to access your 

data in a flexible fashion 
  Filter by samples in project/experiment/plate/sample list… 
  Export to browser, Unix file system, or GAP Analysis Portal 
  Many Export Formats: 

  Plink-ready 
  Ped, Bed/Bim/Fam/Map 

  Native 
  CEL (Affymetrix) 
  CHP (Affymetrix) 
  IDAT (Illumina) 
  CSV (Luminex) 

  Birdsuite-generated files 
  Summary files 
  VCF 





  One target of export from Analysis Set is 
the GAP Analysis Portal 
  Visible from outside of Broad 
  Useful for timely dissemination of results 

  Other portals deployed by GAP: 
  GTEx 
  CARe 
  ISC 
  Yale U19 (Immune responsiveness 

signatures) 
  Viral Genomics Initiative 
  Broad Quotes 







  Strongly integrated with the BSP platform 
  Most GAP samples are loaded directly from BSP (plated in a 

platform-appropriate fashion) 
  GAP Uploads fingerprint genotypes to BSP 
  Many web services developed to share sample information and to 

handle search details 
  Chem Bio 

  loads plates (for Luminex) directly into GAP using GAP-
developed API 

  Retrieves Luminex results and assay definitions 
  Sequencing access GAP fingerprinting (and genotypes in 

general) via web services in GAP and BSP 
  Broad Quotes integrated with GAP and BSP via APIs. 

  With SAP by shared files 

  Aided Genepattern group to add support for Illumina 
DASL expression to Genepattern 

  Host and Support the SNAP service 
  Adding the 1KG pilot 1 data set 



  GAP Informatics Home Page at: http://
iwww.broadinstitute.org/gapinformatics 
◦  Links to GAP applications 
◦  Link to ‘Jira’ – tool for tracking bugs/feature 

requests 
  can also create a Jira issue by mailing to 

gap_support@broadinstitute.org 

  Weekly user meetings (Mondays – 2:00) 
in Chang-Jiang room in 301 Binney 

  ggrant@broadinstitute.org 



  Boris Bugalter 
  Jason Carey 
  Michael Dinsmore 
  Nina Lapchyk 
  Pei Lin 

  Bob Handsaker 
  Jim Nemesh 
  Josh Korn 
  Jason Flannick 

  Huy Nguyen 
  Howard Rafal 
  Greg Rushton 
  Dennis Ryan 
  Ellen Winchester 

  Kristian Cibulskis 
  Tim Fennel 
  Doug Voet 


